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When Harry discovers that the most evil villain in the galaxy, Galactic 
Gary, has escaped from prison, it’s not just humankind that is in 
danger, but time itself. 

Galactic Gary is trying to discover the whereabouts of a special time 
bomb that muddles the days of the week. Wednesday can become 
Saturday and Sunday can become Tuesday! The parts of the bomb 
are hidden on three different planets and the boys are in a rapid race 
to recover them. It’s up to Harry and Colin to save the day (again!) in 
this action-packed, light-speed adventure. 

The fourth instalment in the Cosmic Colin series.
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When the spacebin lands on a strange planet where hamsters have 
developed into the dominant life form, Harry and Colin are in for 
another adventure. 

Unfortunately, the boys are captured by the humongous hamster 
hosts during a sightseeing trip to the Great Wheel of the Andromeda 
Galaxy. Harry and Colin are imprisoned as the school pets, bundled 
into a human-sized cage and forced to run on a giant wheel. 

Things go from bad to worse when the school’s laziest hamster is 
charged with looking after Harry and Colin for the holidays. Will 
the adventurers find a way to escape from their hamster hell?

The third instalment in the Cosmic Colin series.

New adventures in the Cosmic Colin series
 by award-winning author Tim Collins

Published 1st June 2017, £5.99, 
Paperback, Buster Books
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Tim Collins is originally from Manchester, but now lives in London. He 
is the author of over thirty books including Wimpy Vampire, Cosmic 
Colin and Dorkius Maximus. His books have been translated into over 
twenty languages and he has won the Lincolnshire Young People’s 
Book Award and Manchester Fiction City.


